BREEDONFloorX®
TECHNICAL DATASHEET

CONCRETE

BREEDONFloorX® is specifically designed to provide the specifier and contractors with
a cost-effective domestic flooring concrete that has excellent easy-to-place and finish
properties when compared to standard domestic flooring concretes.
It offers a great alternative to labour intensive industry standard concretes (BS8500-1 Table A14)
as well as higher specification and bespoke self-compacting concrete products.
BREEDONFloorX® is produced
with a characteristic strength of:
C28/35 N/mm2 and consistence: SF2.
BREEDONFloorX® is supplied with fibres
as standard which may eliminate
the need for steel mesh. Where steel
fibre addition is included this is at the
approved dosage rate to ensure full
compliance with NHBC requirements.
Where specifically requested
BREEDONFloorX® can be supplied
without fibres.
BREEDONFloorX® special admixtures
and composition ensure that
workability retention is maintained
during the discharge and finishing
processes. This allows the required
finish* to be easily achieved with
minimal labour involvement.
BREEDONFloorX® standard composition
and formulation promotes an
enhanced finish whilst reducing
issues with cracking*.
BREEDONFloorX® is available at most
of our production units and requires
minimal lead time.
Please be aware that good quality
finished floors can only be achieved
where good site practice and curing
is maintained.

*

TECHNICAL DATA
Strength:

35N/mm2

Consistence:

SF2

Contains micro and steel fibres as standard

BREEDONFloorX® is a high-quality
concrete product, which has been
formulated, produced, transported
and supplied in accordance with our
IS0 9001 third party accredited quality
scheme (BSI) and in accordance with
the relevant parts of BS8500 Part 2
and BS EN206.

The information given in this technical
datasheet is based on our current knowledge
and is intended to provide general notes on
our products and their uses. Breedon Group
plc endeavours to ensure that the information
given is accurate but accept no liability for its
use or its suitability for a particular application
because of the product being used by the
third party without our supervision.

TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS, AND FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT OUR
PRODUCTS CONTACT:

Breedon Group Head Office:
Pinnacle House, Breedon Quarry,
Breedon on the Hill, Derby DE73 8AP

enquiries.breedon@breedongroup.com

01382 537600 (Scotland)
01332 694010 (England/Wales)
www.breedongroup.com

